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Map of SIL Eurasia Area
SIL International is a faith-based nonprofit organization. We are committed to serving language
communities worldwide as they build capacity for sustainable language development. To do this, we
don’t just need technically trained staff on the ground; we also need those who will manage projects
and give administrative support. In SIL Eurasia, focusing on the language communities in the part of the
world pictured above, our most urgent needs include both kinds of workers. If you have the
interpersonal and technical skills listed on the following page, please consider joining us!

Top Staffing Needs (Summary)












Europe – Publishing Coordinator (Insite ID 51976) – CRITICAL!
Mediterranean Region – Tutor* (Insite ID 58084) – URGENT!
Central Asia – English as a Second Language Teacher* (Insite ID 58949)
Central/Eastern Europe – Scripture Translation Worker (Insite ID 59521)
Central/Eastern Europe – Literacy Worker Technician (Insite ID 56151)
Mediterranean Region – Manager for Programs and Partnerships (Insite ID 55049)
West Asia – IT Support Specialist (Insite ID 58818)
West Asia – Multi-faceted IT & Media Specialist (ID 54955)
Europe preferred – Web Design Management Intern* (Insite ID 59519)
West Asia – Accounting Clerk* (Insite ID 58603)
Mediterranean Region – Contingency Preparedness Coordinator (Insite ID 55193)
*Short-term or potentially so

Interpersonal Skills for Serving in SIL Eurasia






Spiritually resilient, skilled at work/life balance, especially when on one’s own
Service-oriented, focused on networking, training, and letting others try
Comfortable in multi-cultural team settings, virtual and face-to-face
Demonstrating respect and value to those who are not the same as us
Flexible, responsive, innovative, and risk-tolerant

Top Staffing Needs (Details)
EUROPE – PUBLISHING COORDINATOR
Position ID 51976

CRITICAL NEED!
If you want to help make translated Scriptures available to the language communities of Eurasia, then
consider this vital role! We are looking for someone to coordinate publishing throughout SIL Eurasia
Area: printed as well as digital products like phone apps, websites and media platforms. In fact, most
people in Eurasia access Scripture only on their phone, never through books or websites. The goal is to
deliver Scripture materials to speakers of Eurasia’s minority languages in formats they can most readily
engage with and most easily share with others.
Main responsibilities:
 Helping to plan and develop strategy for publishing all types of materials
 Promoting documentation, archiving, reporting, and training in publishing
 Facilitating contact between publishing services and individual language projects
 Monitoring trends and new technologies in publishing, promoting helpful innovation
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MEDITERRANEAN REGION – TUTOR
Position ID 58084

URGENTLY NEEDED!
Are you a practical servant with a love for kids, and with some teaching experience? A family from the
US with five children, living in a sensitive country, needs a tutor to assist in home schooling. Two of the
children have some special needs. Experience with special education and reading instruction would be
a big plus. Tutoring will be in English.
Main responsibilities:
 Teaching multiple grade levels within the family setting
 Helping parents plan for the on-going education of their children
 Adapting curriculum to meet the individual student’s needs
 Striving to meet home-country educational requirements

CENTRAL ASIA – ENGLISH AS A SECOND
LANGUAGE TEACHER
Position ID 58949

SHORT-TERM: 9 to 12 MONTHS

Do you have a genuine love for people? Have you taught English as a second language for at least a
year, with credentials? Then please consider helping a national team for a minimum of 9 months, on
site. Working with small groups according to their current abilities, you would be helping them gain or
improve English language skills, both spoken and written, particularly in the domain of translation work.
Most will be translation staff, and their goal is to be able to utilize English-language translation helps.
This role has the potential to benefit more than one project. Come be part of a team making a
difference in the lives of Central Asians!
Main responsibilities:
 Teaching English to non-native speakers
 Preparing an instructional program, materials, lessons, and activities for each group of students,
with input from their supervisors
 Testing learners in culturally appropriate ways to determine competency
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CENTRAL/EASTERN EUROPE – SCRIPTURE
TRANSLATION WORKER
Position ID 56151

NEW!
Has the Lord given you a love and compassion for marginalized people groups? Are you a good
listener? Do you seek to turn the spotlight on others? Are you open to making Scripture accessible in a
variety of ways—audio, video, print, and even art forms? Then consider joining a regional team in
Central/Eastern Europe and engaging with communities that are discovering Scripture’s life-changing
message and learning to apply it. We don’t want to get in the way of what God is doing; we want to
listen, learn, and assist appropriately as needed.
Main responsibilities:
 Learning the local and national culture and language
 Developing respectful relationships with ordinary citizens as well as with visionaries and leaders
 Participating in local initiatives for meaningful engagement with Scripture
 Preparing the ground for translation through linguistic and cultural research to help determine what
products would be the most appropriate
 Participating in translation efforts while training and mentoring local team members in translation
and Scripture engagement principles

CENTRAL/EASTERN EUROPE – LITERACY
WORKER TECHNICIAN
Position ID 56151

We believe multilingual education helps make development and growth accessible for minority
language speakers. Education and literacy can help turn the tide for marginalized, disadvantaged Roma
communities around the world.
Thus we are seeking literacy workers—people with vision, compassion, creative talents, networking
skills and lots of perseverance. Can you see yourself working together with Roma communities and
other agencies to promote positive transformation? Are you a flexible, humble team player? This
much-needed role provides practical assistance with childhood and adult learning in literacy program
and educational contexts. It involves working with Roma families, communities, churches and other
agencies in Central or Eastern Europe.
Main responsibilities:
 Assisting with workshops and other learning events for Roma children and adults
 Networking! Forming relationships and collaborating with educators in Romani-language and/or
multi-lingual initiatives
 Investigating current educational practices and contexts—for children, young people and adults
 Helping design and implement activities or programs to enhance existing initiatives and visions
 Advocating at local and wider levels to preserve and develop the Romani language and culture
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MEDITERRANEAN REGION - MANAGER FOR
PROGRAMS AND PARTNERSHIPS
Position ID 55049

Would you like to help 3 to 5 translation projects operate as successful partnerships? This key
leadership role demands creativity in planning and managing our contribution to a group of projects.
Do you have team-working skills? Can you collaborate with partners to ensure that all participants are
effectively utilizing their gifts/skills and have a plan to develop those gifts? If so, your help is needed in
this challenging location.
Main responsibilities:
 Providing leadership to project managers
 Networking and maintaining good relationships with partners/stakeholders from different projects
 Monitoring, evaluating, and reporting on program activities/results

WEST ASIA – IT SUPPORT SPECIALIST
Position ID 58818

Would you like to use your professional IT skills to make an eternal impact? Are you able to deal with a
broad range of problems, often helping several people at the same time? If you thrive on helping
others, love troubleshooting technical issues, enjoy learning new things, and easily establish trust with
new people, then consider joining us! God is doing amazing things through Bible translation and
language development, but colleagues carrying out that work need the technical support only an IT
professional can provide.
Main responsibilities:
 Dealing with technical problems in the most appropriate way
 Evaluating ways to prevent future problems
 Developing and promoting helpful resources for your non-IT-focused colleagues
 Keeping your professional skills up-to-date
 Networking with other IT staff
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WEST ASIA – MULTI-FACETED IT & MEDIA
SPECIALIST
Position ID 54955

Are you an IT professional who would love to provide technical support to those working in language
development and translation in a difficult location? Your help could make the load they carry much
easier! This team is also looking for ways to promote God’s Word and literacy materials in various
media. So besides doing all the normal IT-related trouble-shooting tasks, you would provide the
technology and training for the team’s media work to happen. The fields are ready for harvest. Come
serve with us!
Main responsibilities:
 Dealing with technical problems and evaluating ways to prevent future ones
 Developing and promoting helpful resources for your non-IT-focused colleagues
 Updating your professional skills on regular basis and networking with other IT staff
 Helping with the publication of God’s Word and literacy materials in various electronic media
 Training nationals in media and trouble-shooting skills

EUROPE PREFERRED – WEB DESIGN
MANAGEMENT INTERN
Position ID 59519

SHORT-TERM POSSIBLE!
We are looking for a website designer and manager who can take our existing website and make it
more attractive and appealing, so that the visitor and reader will be drawn in and involved. Essential:
experience in web management and design. While the position does not necessarily include creating
new content, it may involve recommending what kinds of new content could be created. Location is
unimportant, but other team members are based in Europe. It involves working in consultation with
the Eurasia Communications Director. The internship would begin with a vision trip to parts of Eurasia.
Length of internship: flexible—minimum 6 months, maximum lifetime.
Main responsibilities:
 Managing and maintaining the SIL Eurasia website
 Assuring that the website meets its goals of celebrating the people, languages and cultures of
Eurasia and of sharing stories about projects in appropriate ways
 Reaching relevant audiences, responding to feedback
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WEST ASIA – ACCOUNTING CLERK
Position ID 58603

NEEDED FOR ONE YEAR.
We are seeking an experienced accountant to serve on-site in a challenging environment, to work with
the Finance Manager and then replace him while he is away for six months. A cool-headed, warmhearted professional would be ideal in this role—someone who is ready to face cross-cultural
challenges and to depend on God for solutions to the problems of daily life on the field. Come learn to
rely on Him in new ways in this short-term role!
Main responsibilities:
 Paying bills, arranging for bank deposits and withdrawals, doing payroll
 Training and overseeing local workers
 Performing verification processes with invoices
 Assisting general accounting

MEDITERRANEAN REGION – CONTINGENCY
PREPAREDNESS COORDINATOR
Position ID 55193

Are you cool in a crisis? Are you motivated by helping others in challenging situations? Many of our
staff live in difficult and sometimes dangerous locations. They need on-going training for managing risk
and for dealing with crisis situations. They need the support of someone who is staying aware of
current conditions and who will help the leadership make difficult decisions in times of crisis. Could you
serve with us to fill this critical post?
Main responsibilities:
 Overseeing the security situation for all entity staff in their different work locations; keeping up
with news relevant to security and sharing it as required
 Working with entity and Eurasia administration to make sure the contingency guidelines and
procedures are in place and updated for every location
 Helping to develop contingency preparedness resources
 Making sure that field teams and individuals are well trained and prepared for crises
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Contact Information
For more information on any of these positions, please write to…
Eurasia_1stContact@sil.org
SIL Eurasia Area HR Services
Candidates and Recruitment
Photo credits: LB, MG, SE, EJ, JL, LM, KO, ES, MLS, RS, HT; Pixabay – 58084, 55049, 59519
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